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I am adding another language to the spoken language, and I am trying to 

restore to the language of speech its old magic, its essential spellbinding

power, for its mysterious possibilities have been forgotten.

Antonin Artaud

La loi toujours se détermine depuis la place de quelque loup. 

Jacques Derrida
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The Distant Song

— To the crow we give bread, give river

— What longing, friend, longing for you

— To the crow we cast the lighthouse, cast sky

— What distance, friend, distance from you

— To the crow we gather seed in summer

— What longing, friend, longing for you

— To the crow we disrobe the towers of winter

— What distance, friend, distance from you

— To the crow we wind the wisteria, the sob 

— What longing, friend, longing for you

Birds, their own servants, bird us the longing 

of landscapes, orating distance, milled years



Crow Hour

At the mauvish beginnings of evening…

Angela Carter
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un greier-ti împletea părul tău de trestii

a crow lit on a moon ray
slid in your chamber

your hair in your mouth slumbered by a sudden wind
crow shadowed the shadows
tempest of grasshoppers, flounder of leaves

,
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when the hour left the hour
summon a taper, spell the dark

once upon a time
in a kingdom far away…

a fost odată ca-n povesti
a fost ca niciodată…

,
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luceafărul cobora pe-o rază
mâna-ti mângâia

time slept next to you, changed colour

a crow slid on a moon ray
lit your chamber

tu dormeai cu tâmpla ta de oase si ascultai lumina

,

,
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eyelids snuffed-out in a goblet

Listen. What do you hear?
woe-cane gently smashing the hourglass
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like a child, crane-winged, I listened

basined into sleep, your breathing wakeful

your mirrored mouth fervouring the glass

eu te ascultam copilă si mă zburau cocorii

tu tot coborai în somn si respirai trezindă

aprindând fereastra cu oglinda gurii

,

,
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outside the grasses trembled
earthworms winked a thousand winks from a thousand mouths

crocuses budding a history

tu ascultai tremurătoare 
cu umerele goale
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time’s tulips slept next to you, changing colour

galloping

galloping

galloping
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and I waited with soldiered words
discarded in corners, night-shivered

and you waited with soldiered eyelids
half-opened hands

iar eu te asteptam cu ostirea de cuvinte
lăsate-n colturi, frigurânde

iar tu mă asteptai cu ostirea de pleoape
si mâna întredeschisă

,

,

,

,,

,
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lună de lună
geamul ne tot soptea

ascultă, ascultă

moon unshedding this hourless hour

on the tree branches time unbolting
the green skeletons of words

rădăcinind lumina

,




